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1. About the World Printers Forum

T

he World Printers Forum promotes the printed newspaper. Its mission
is to serve WAN-IFRA members in promoting and sustaining printed
newspaper business and technology through collaborative research and

developments, global exchanges of experience, creating new standards, implementing environmental guidelines, developing new strategies and fostering
innovations.
It addresses all print-related questions. Its objective is to encourage innovation
and productivity as well as product development that can be instrumental to
publishers seeking to exploit future- oriented news media products.
The World Printers Forum aims to be the central point of the international news
media print community, including publishers, printers, materials suppliers, and
equipment manufacturers for the print production value chain, from prepress to
press to product finishing and delivery.

The World Printers Forum organises:
•

International exchange

•

Research and innovation

•

Standardisation of processes and materials

•

Print strategy development

The World Printers Forum is the print community within the World Association
of Newspapers and News Publishers (WAN-IFRA). It advises WAN-IFRA in all
aspects of the printed newspaper. Newspaper production is defined as the business of production planning, prepress data handling and processing, and press
and mailroom operations, including related topics in terms of management and
technical implementation.
The World Printers Forum is open to all WAN-IFRA members who are interested in the future of the newspaper printing business and print-related areas. It
partners with other organisations working toward the same objectives.
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The World Printers Forum promotes:
•

Improving productivity and profitability

•

Sustainability

•

Benchmarking

•

The power of print

The objectives of the World Printers Forum are:
•

Exploring customer expectations in communication with publishers and
customers

•

Strategy development for the newspaper printing business, including new
and emerging business models

•

International exchange of experience regarding business optimisation and
innovation in product development, marketing, sales and technology

The World Printers Forum achieves its objectives by
organising:
•

Temporary and permanent working groups

•

Research projects, reports and guidelines

•

Standardisation and certification projects in technology and business processes

•

Benchmarking projects

•

An annual international conference

Other World Printers Forum activities:
•

Advising WAN-IFRA regarding production-related events

•

Maintaining a blog for discussion, working group interaction and community engagement

•

Promotion of “unique selling propositions” of print in an increasingly digital
media environment.

To join our network go to www.wan-ifra.org/wpf.
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Finland / Augsburg, Germany
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(F.A.Z.), Frankfurt am Main, Germany
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Sun Chemical, Karlstein am Main, Germany
Menno Jansen, Chairman, Q.I. Press Controls BV, EAE, Oosterhout, Netherlands
Jan Kasten, Managing Director, ppi Media GmbH, Hamburg, Germany
Josef Konrad Schießl, Managing Director, Süddeutscher Verlag Zeitungsdruck, Munich, Germany
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2. About this report

I

n 2014 the World Printers Forum (WPF) commissioned
a study of the evolution of business models of newspaper
printers. The report was published in September of the

following year under the title “New and emerging business
models of newspaper printing companies”. The report, using
case studies as its basis, identified a number of different busi-

ness models – all with a common aim: To widen the variety
of printed products available to both internal and external
customers of print houses, in order to underpin existing

Dr. Rick Stunt
Group Paper Director, dmg-media,
London, UK
Chairman of WAN-IFRA’s World
Printers Forum Board

business and to develop new markets and customers. The next report, again
commissioned by the WPF, is the one in front of you. It is a logical extension of
the earlier work and concentrates on the materials and techniques employed by
printing plants to deliver upon the objectives of their business plans.
The bulk of this report comprises the results of detailed surveys conducted
across three separate areas: printing and publishing, materials manufacturers
and equipment suppliers. The surveys included questions about product sectors,
business targets and ambitions, and the materials and techniques used to fulfil
them, after which the results were evaluated. For the most part the results are
very optimistic and upbeat, with some interesting regional differences.
The broad consensus is that for those companies willing and able to invest in
widening their product appeal – either by staying with coldset production, augmented with upgraded papers and inks, maybe employing stitching and trimming; or expanding wholeheartedly into semi-commercial printing to attract
new customers – the rewards are out there for the taking.
Those themes of protecting the longevity of publishers’ printing assets by maintaining the traditional newspaper business, whilst looking to supplement order
books by expansion into new areas, are developed further by in-depth interviews with three of the printing industry’s leading-edge practitioners: Michael
Schäfer of Druckerei Konstanz, Germany; Jon Clarke of Fairfax Media, Australia, and Sanat Hazra of Times of India. The interviews bring a regional flavour
to the discussions. Each interview is interesting on its own merits, but a single
clear message rings out from all of them: newspaper printing, whilst important,
is no longer our only business; we are becoming printers rather than just newspaper printers, and going forward it is clear that this path will be the only way to
survive in the long term.
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The best way to GROW

YOUR BUSINESS?

UPM Impresse plus C
Let’s get straight to business: CSWO printers are willing
to make better use of their capacity and expand into
new areas of commercial printing.
UPM Impresse plus C is the solution. This pioneering
SC paper is custom-developed for coldset web offset
printing, offering a smooth, silky finish, solid images
and a soft velvety touch.
This new grade opens up completely new business
opportunities by adding commercial titles, inserts and
value-added advertising to CSWO printers’ portfolios.
To learn more, please visit
www.upmpaper.com

3. Executive summary

T

he newspaper, the first mass medium of the industrial age, today competes with lower-priced and faster news media. Thus two reasons to
seek possibilities to produce higher-value newspapers and other print

products have emerged.
Publishers want to offer higher-value newspapers in order to gain competitive
advantages. Newspaper printers aim at offsetting declining print circulations
and volumes by acquiring additional print orders.
The World Printers Forum Board resolved to investigate the objectives, techniques and materials that are applied with a view to extending those business
areas, and how publishers, printers and producers evaluate them.
This report is based on the result of surveys conducted among selected newspaper printers and manufacturers of printing presses, auxiliary press equipment,
mailroom and finishing systems, and paper and ink. Experts from America,
Europe, South and Southeast Asia, and Australia were polled.
The majority of survey participants from publishing houses and printing companies cited the improved quality of the newspaper product and the development
of the commercial printing business as the main reasons for producing higher-value products.
The primary objective of the surveyed publishers and printers is to strengthen
and extend their existing markets, improve existing print products and expand
their product portfolio. The most frequently named important market segments
were customer newspapers, high-quality newspapers, and magazines.
The applied techniques were characterised first and foremost by the use of
higher-value materials, such as improved newsprint. Finishing was named in
second place, while a small number of participants categorised press upgrading
by adding heatset or UV systems as important.
The aforementioned benefits of investing in materials and equipment for the
production of higher-quality print products are manifold: attracting new cus-
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tomers, entering new markets, improving quality, becoming more competitive,
winning additional orders from regular customers, developing new products,
improving profit margins and better utilisation of capacities.
Two-thirds of the publishers and printers polled also recommend that other
companies invest in higher-quality product development. Asked about how they
view the market development, the manufacturers expressed cautious optimism.
Projections for the future range from double-digit growth in this market segment to an expected minor contraction in volume. A feeling of optimism prevails
especially in the improved newsprint segment.
It becomes apparent that a differentiation has emerged in the market: The majority continues to back coldset production, albeit with the aid of improved materials and extensive use of finishing. A significant minority puts its faith in the
production of commercial print objects and aims at new business areas outside
the newspaper printing area as well as within it.
Major differences can be seen according to the region concerned. The survey
participants named central Europe (including western Europe, the United
Kingdom and Ireland) as the priority for investments in higher-value products,
followed by northern and eastern Europe.

Besides newspaper printing,
Pressehaus
Stuttgart Druck
(Germany)
offers, among
other things,
production with
perfect binding
of brochures,
catalogues
and business
reports (pressehaus-druck.de/
Broschueren).
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4. Introduction

T

he coldset offset printing process is used almost exclusively for printing
newspapers. It was optimised over decades for this application. The
clearly defined objectives of this printing process are simplicity, speed,

fault tolerance, robustness, easy operation and low per-item costs. In the final
instance, the aim is to produce the newspaper day after day in reliably sufficient
quality (not the best possible quality), in a quick and trouble-free operation.
Usually a newspaper print run must be completed within a few (nighttime)
hours. If the latest results from sporting events, which frequently take place in
the evening, are to be included, press start-up cannot be much before midnight.
And the newspaper should be in subscribers’ mailboxes or available at the kiosk
by 6:00 the next morning.
The coldset process was oriented towards those special conditions. The lowest-priced graphic paper is used, likewise the lowest-cost ink. Unlike in commercial heatset, printing is done without drying, despite the high web speed.
The only reason that is possible is that coldset ink penetrates the newsprint in a
fraction of a second, and this “absorption” behaviour goes some way to replacing
drying.
It was thus that, after coldset-offset replaced the former letterset process, a complete, optimised system for newspaper printing emerged, using special presses,
special paper, special inks and special printing aids. All components are mutually attuned to one another, and no component can be eliminated or changed
without disturbing the interplay and endangering the entire system.
Nevertheless, the market conditions for the printed newspaper changed over
time. The newspaper, the first, lowest-cost and fastest mass medium of the
industrial age, now competes with lower-priced and faster digital news media.
That gave rise to two reasons for seeking possibilities to produce higher-value
newspapers or higher-value print products in general.
The first reason is the result of the desire of the newspaper publishers to offer
higher-value newspapers in order to gain a competitive edge over rival newspapers or other media products. In recent years, publishing houses have increasingly developed, and launched successfully on the market, products aimed at
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specific target groups. Many of these are not newspapers but magazines, published either weekly or monthly, and some of them are no longer produced by
the conventional coldset printing process.
The second reason is the market situation confronting the newspaper printers.
Faced with decreasing circulations and volumes in the saturated media markets,
many newspaper printers seek additional print orders, from outside customers
as well as in-house. In doing so, they must frequently compete with established
print providers and consequently take suitable measures aimed at improving
their printing quality. That shifts the boundaries of the conventional newspaper
coldset process in order to permit the production of new product categories, or
at least draw level with commercial printing plants.
That in turn leads to a change in the printing process. Basic parameters, such
as the press and auxiliary equipment, paper, ink and finishing options, must be
changed, replaced or supplemented. Improved or coated paper grades are used,
as are corresponding heatset and UV inks. Existing presses have dryers, UV or
varnishing systems added. The mailroom becomes a finishing centre equipped
with the required functions, such as collating, inserting, stitching or gluing.
The range of
services offered
by Transcontinental (Canada)
includes not
only newspaper
printing but also
book, magazine
and advertising printing as
well as catalogue printing.
(tctranscontinental.com/services/printing).
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This development is proceeding at different paces in various markets and regions. In North America, especially in Canada, hybrid printing presses are in
operation, with a combination of coldset and heatset. Moreover, some printing
plants apply UV ink curing in newspaper production.
In Europe, the application of the heatset process in newspaper printing is rarer.
Similarly, not many newspaper printing plants work with UV inks. Instead, waterless newspaper printing has become a relevant factor, in several cases supplemented by varnishing systems.
In contrast, in the Arab Gulf States and in Saudi Arabia, the heatset/coldset
hybrid process has practically become the standard newspaper printing process.
Nearly every newspaper combines SC paper and newsprint in daily production
on hybrid presses.
Although coldset is the norm for the Indian newspaper market, which continues to expand rapidly, a number of newspaper printing plants use heatset. UV
curing is also becoming more important for newspaper printers. Its relatively
simple retrofitting is attractive to publishers and printers.
In Australia as well, newspaper printing plants are being equipped with coldset/
heatset combinations and UV systems.
Already in 2008 the PrintCity Consortium presented the VAPoN project in its
publication “Webline Special Report No. 3”: “PrintCity has defined Value Added
Printing of Newspapers – VAPoNTM – as a newspaper product that is VISIBLY
DIFFERENT to standard coldset; that is RECOGNISED by readers and advertisers; capable of attracting HIGHER REVENUES to the newspaper; and/or
adds to its differentiation.”1
As the starting point for the investigation, the World Association of Newspapers
is cited with the following statement from 2006: “Whilst the number of titles
and total circulations are on the upswing, the era of the one-size-fits-most news-

1

PrintCity, Webline Special Report No. 3, VAPoN™ Resource Book, Value Added Printing of
Newspapers, Augsburg, Germany, 2008, page 1
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papers is on the decline in many parts of the world. A new era is dawning, and it
is about launching new, innovative products.”2
Already then it was not only technical topics that were concerned, but also the
changing business models of printers:
1. “Media and revenue competition – Finding responses to the post-internet
media landscape.
2. Industry structure – Retention of production as a profit centre, or outsource
it to commercial printers.
3. Technology evolution – One production process no longer satisfies all demands. What can be done now and in the future to change the value equation of newspaper production.”3
The authors organised a survey of exports in order to obtain a basis on which to
judge the economic importance of the production of higher-value objects. The
“team made an international quality and value assessment using a series of seven editions of the same newspaper printed on different papers by different print
processes. These have been assessed by newspaper staff around the world who
determined their potential revenue premiums for ROP (Run-On-Press) advertising over standard newsprint. The average premium ranged from 20–34% (…).
The corresponding total production cost analysis indicates that these should be
low enough to generate additional margins.”4
“A series of seven editions of the same newspaper was printed on different papers by different print processes. An international survey of the perceived quality and value was made to identify if there is a relationship between paper-print
quality and revenue. The responses were independently collated and analysed by
Swansea University. Assessments were made by 77 newspaper staff from around
the world with responsibilities in production, advertising or publishing. More
than 90% of the respondents work for daily newspapers, of which 60% also produce supplements. The print samples were visually assessed by the respondents,
who ranked the samples in the order of perceived quality and then assessed the

2

Ibid., page 1

3

Ibid., page 1

4

Ibid., page 3
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percentage advertising premium that could be expected from each (standard
newsprint printed with coldset inks was the base 100% reference point).

Quality ranking
The 54 g/m² LWC5 and 52 g/m² SC-B6 papers printed heatset achieved the highest results. A similar trend was found for printers and the publishers when the
results were broken down by professional responsibility, whilst advertising staff
ranked the 48 g/m² matt C printed coldset second highest and almost as high as
LWC printed heatset.

Value premium
Respondents then estimated the percentage sales premium for ROP advertising
for each paper-process combination. The average premium over standard newsprint was 34% for LWC and 24% for SC-B printed heatset, whilst the coldset
48 g/m² Matt was rated at 20%. This premium range is similar to the previous
value added step to 4-colour advertising that attracted a 31–37% revenue premium over 1-colour.”7
The respondents’ assessment of the estimated percentage sales premium over
coldset for printed newspaper advertising for each paper-process combination is
shown in the following chart.

5

LWC = Light-weight coated paper

6

SC = Supercalandered paper

7

Ibid., page 8
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Sales premium8

This almost 10-year-old investigation indicates that, in newspaper printing,
measures taken to improve the product value can lead to an increased advertising value for the print products of up to one-third. That should be of interest to
publishing houses and newspaper printers in a time of greater competitive and
margin pressures. For that reason, with this report we set out to examine the
direction in which newspaper printing has developed in the interim, and to find
out which solutions have proved to be of value.
In September 2015 WAN-IFRA published the report “New and emerging business models of newspaper printing companies,”9 which was initiated and published by the World Printers Forum. The aim of that study was “to create an
overview about new and emerging business models of newspaper publishers and
printers who are either extending their reach into new areas or are changing

8

Ibid., page 9. The VAC paper included in the graphic stems from the WAN-IFRA Report
„Value Added Coldset, How to run coated paper in a newspaper press“, Darmstadt, Germany,
2001

9

WAN-IFRA Report, New and emerging business models of newspaper printing companies,
Frankfurt am Main, 2015
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their strategies to become more independent.”10 The report used case studies
to present various business models of newspaper printing plants, all of which
aimed to extend the portfolio of the printing plants in order to acquire new market areas.
In the wake of that report, it appeared logical to pursue the question of the techniques and materials applied to achieve those business extensions in different
regions, and how printers and manufacturers evaluate them. Consequently, the
Board of the WAN-IFRA World Printers Forum made the decision to investigate
this question in a further project.
The report resulting from the project lies before you. It is based on the result of
surveys submitted to selected newspaper printers and manufacturers of printing
presses, add-on equipment for presses, mailroom and finishing systems, and
paper and ink. Newspaper printers in America, Europe, South and Southeast
Asia, and Australia were approached who are known to have experience in using
presses, equipment and materials that are suitable for extending the scope of the
newspaper printing business.

10 Ibid., page 8
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5. The survey results

T

he results of the survey, conducted with the aid of the online survey
platform SurveyMonkey11, were compiled by WAN-IFRA in constant
exchange with the Board of the World Printers Forum (WPF), most of

whose members also participated in the survey. Because the questions were sent
to 91 “hand-picked” possible participants, we naturally cannot speak in terms of
a representative study, but rather a study characterised by quality and content.
The candidates were chosen on the basis of our expectation that, because of
their experience in the areas concerned, we could hope for both a high response
rate and valuable results.
In the course of the survey month, June 2017, we received 29 completed questionnaires. These originated from the three surveyed groups as follows:
Printers and publishers: 15
Equipment suppliers: 8
Materials suppliers: 6
The category of plates and platemaking was integrated into the “equipment”
group for the purposes of the survey.
We take this opportunity to thank the members of the Board of the World Printers Forum for their support in the preparation of the survey as well as all participants for their cooperation.

11

http://www.surveymonkey.com
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5.1

The survey of printers and publishers
The 15 survey participants – of whom more than half were printers and publishers in Germany as well as Austria, Sweden, the United Kingdom, Canada, India
and Australia – could choose from a range of answers to each question, but also
had the possibility to write their own answers. We evaluated the corresponding
answers and summarised the most important findings as follows.

Q1: What types of higher-value products do you
produce?
Magazines

12

Higher-value newspapers

11

Editorial supplements for newspapers

11
9

Advertising inserts for newspapers
8

Weekend magazines as supplements for newspapers
6

Advertising flyers (general)
4

Catalogues
2

Other, new print products (please specify)
1

Books (including manuals)

Twelve companies said magazines, followed closely by higher-value newspapers
and inserts: editorial, advertising and weekend supplements. Last in was books.
Two survey respondents named other new print products:
•

“Small-format A4 landscape, up to 64 pages, XXL formats, glued formats up
to 8 pages, all products varnished as required.”

•

“Glossy (UV) special publications.”

Q2: What business concept are you pursuing with
your investment?
Improvement of existing print products

13
12

Extension of print product portfolio
10

Getting new customers in new markets
8

Printing more products in the own plant
3

Other business concept (please specify)
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With their investments, the companies aim primarily to improve existing print
products. This is followed closely by extension of the print product portfolio and
acquiring new customers in new markets.
Also named as business concepts:
•

“We are looking to create more value for our advertisers on hot products.
How could we differentiate our offering from others? How do we solve issues
of the advertisers?”

•

“Extension of our portfolio also by partner plants.”

•

“Development of new print products for our own publishing house and external publishers for the purpose of extending the market volume.”

Q3: What are your reasons for producing higher-value
products?
Improving the quality of the newspaper product

10
9

Developing commercial printing business
Other reasons (please specify)

4

The main reasons given, by nearly equal numbers of respondents: improving
the quality of the newspaper product and developing the commercial printing
business.
Other reasons given:
•

“Offering innovations through glazed paper. Creating value for our advertisers. Making non-advertisers our advertisers by offering improved print
quality.”

•

“To save cost by printing in-house.”

•

“New revenue sources through magazines independent of the newspaper.”

•

“Good quality journalism must be recognised immediately as such. Outstanding print quality is a precondition for this. If as a printing centre for a
region you can make available outstanding newspaper printing quality for
several media houses, it will boost the industry in the region.”
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Q4: Which market segments are you aiming at?
Newspapers for external customers

13

High-Quality newspapers

12

Consumer magazines

9

Company publications

8

Products for external publishers

8
5

Direct mailing
2

Other segments (please specify)

Leading the field here are newspapers for external customers, followed closely
by high-quality newspapers and at some distance by consumer magazines, company publications and products for external publishers.
Other segments are as follows:
•

“CP products12 – every service we can offer is proposed to our new customers
via a product development – agency support.”

•

“Catalogues.”

Q5: How did you adopt your technical process?
Improved newsprint

13
11

Finishing systems
SC or coated paper

5

Higher-value inks

5
4

Other systems or materials (please specify)
3

UV curing system on newspaper press
Heatset dryer on newspaper press

2

Waterless newspaper press

2

Varnishing system on newspaper press

1

We illustrated the pre-specified answer choice “finishing systems” with the
following examples: “stitching, gluing, collating, inserting, trimming, etc.” The
choice “higher-value inks” was illustrated with the following examples: “heatset,
high-pigmented inks, scented inks, metallic inks, fluorescent inks, etc.”

12 CP = Commercial products, the authors
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This is where we came upon the first real surprise of the survey: improved
newsprint, a material, tops the list here – not technical equipment or machine
upgrading.
Following at a short distance are finishing systems with the functions stitching,
gluing, collating, inserting, trimming, etc.
SC or coated paper grades and higher-value inks are of less importance for the
surveyed companies.
UV curing, drying and varnishing are mentioned less frequently. In between is
waterless newspaper printing.
Other systems and materials were named:
•

“Software, Prepress, RIP and Raster/Screening.”

•

“Special prepress workflow for higher-quality products.”

•

“Super Panorama Gluing Unit.”

•

“High grammages, close to SC paper quality.”

Q6: What are the benefits of your investment in
equipment to produce higher value?
Getting new customers

10

Entering a new market

9

Improved quality of existing products

9

Improved competitiveness

8

Additional orders from existing customers

8

Developing new products

8
7

Better utilisation of equipment

All answers are close together here: extending business by acquiring new customers and new markets, improved quality of existing products and improved
competitiveness, additional orders from existing customers and developing new
products, and better utilisation of equipment.
In addition there were the following comments:
•

“Generating more revenue through new product offerings and innovations.”

•

“As the publisher, and not the printer, this has helped to secure advertisers
who would not normally advertise in a newspaper.”
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Q7: Did you achieve your business expectations?
Increased revenue of print – achieved

10
6

Increased ad revenue of own newspaper – achieved
Other business expectations (please specify)

3

Increased sales revenue of own newspaper – not achieved

3

Increased ad revenue of own newspaper – not achieved

1

Increased revenue of print – not achieved

1

In a positive development, 10 out of 15 participants report having achieved increased print revenue as a result of their investment, and 40% report improved
ad revenue from their own newspaper.
Three companies replied that they were unable to improve the sales revenue
from their own newspaper.
We also received the following comments concerning business expectations:
•

“Still under development.”

•

“Offer new products to existing external clients.”

•

“More important than revenue is the contribution margin. High-value newspaper products can increase the contribution margin.”

Q8: Do you recommend investing in higher-value
production to other printers as well?
Recommendation depending on regional market conditions

8
4

Other statement (please specify)
3

No recommendation
Recommendation without reservation

2

Ten out of 15 respondents would recommend – either absolutely or depending
on regional market conditions – to other newspaper printers that they invest in
developing higher-value products.
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Interestingly, respondents wrote these statements:
•

“We must constantly create values for our readers and advertisers.”

•

“It only makes sense if you invest in customer support.”

•

“You need to know your market and ensure profitability before capital expenditure. If you don’t transform from traditional newspaper printer your
fate is inevitable.”

•

“In view of the fact that already now the print market is in large parts a
highly competitive buyer’s market, it is not in our interest for many colleagues to follow a similar path as ourselves ...”

Eight out of the 15 participants gave a negative reply to the ninth and final question 9, “Do you agree to have your and your company’s name published in the
report?” Does that indicate increasing competition among newspaper printers?

5.2 The survey of equipment suppliers
The eight participants in the survey are internationally active manufacturers
and suppliers of these types of equipment for newspaper printers:
•

Plates and plate systems (two participants),

•

Printing presses (two),

•

Auxiliary and automation equipment for printing (three) and

•

Mailroom systems (one).

Those companies could choose from a range of answers to each question, but
also had the possibility to write their own answers. We evaluated the corresponding answers and summarised the most important findings as follows.
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Q1: Which systems enable newspaper printers/
publishers to produce higher-value products with
your equipment?
Special folding systems

5

Other systems (please specify)

5

Add-on heatset dryers

3

In-press stitching

3

Perforation/cutting systems

3
3

Systems linking to digital media
Waterless printing systems

2

Super-panorama systems

2

In-press card glueing

2

Collating systems

2

Inserting systems

2

Postpress stitching

2

Trimming systems

2
2

Imprinting systems (e.g. inkjet)
Add-on UV curing systems

1

Varnishing systems

1

Five participants answered this question with “special folding systems,” while
five answered “other systems” and specified:
•

“Inkjet imprinting systems.”

•

“Our systems manage print and web position quality.” (Print-automation
equipment supplier)

•

“CTP platesetter with high-speed and high-resolution imaging to produce at
2,400 dpi daily magazines.”

•

“With the add-on UV/IR systems it is somewhat unclear what is meant:
We have, for example, marking systems using dyes that are invisible under
standardised light, but then again offer recognisable markings for control
purposes under special light conditions.” (Finishing systems supplier)

•

“Closed-loop colour control, closed-loop colour register control, closed-loop
dampening control, closed-loop cut-off and ribbon control, closed-loop fanout control. This to get a higher quality and more consistent product in order
to compete against heat-set printers.”
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Q2: What kind of higher-value products can printers
produce with the help of your systems?
Higher-value newspapers

8

Ad inserts for newspapers

8

Editorial supplements for newspapers

7

Weekend magazines as newspaper supplements

7

Advertising flyers

7

Magazines

7

Books

7
6

Catalogues
3

Other print products (please specify)

Here, all eight respondents named higher-value newspapers and ad inserts for
newspapers. Seven each named editorial supplements for newspapers, weekend
magazines as newspaper supplements, advertising flyers (general), magazines
and books.
Compare this result with the replies to question 3 to the materials suppliers:
“What kind of higher-value products can printers produce with the help of your
materials?” (See page 33.)
Respondents wrote under “other print products”:
•

“Special format advertisement (super-panorama broadsheet – up to 12 pages
– and tabloids, Zip’n Buy products e.g. for vouchers, Flying Pages and Spadea, Smart Flap, A5 products with quarter fold and stitched inline); special
papers (e.g. transparent, environmental friendly paper). Widened quality
range in waterless printing, e.g. on coated stock with varnishing. Hybrid,
semi-commercial and coldset commercial products.”

•

“All products can be automatically printed.” (Print automation equipment
supplier)

•

“All products, naturally in relation to finishing.” (Finishing systems supplier)
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Q3: Which geographic regions are most open to your
kind of solutions?
Central Europe (incl. Western Europe, UK and Ireland)

8

Northern Europe

7

Middle East

6

Markets characterised by heatset/coldset combinations

6

Southern Europe

5

Eastern Europe

5

Markets characterised by tabloid production

5

Markets characterised by broadsheet production

4

USA

4

South Asia (India)

4

Markets characterised by collect mode production

4

Markets characterised by straight mode production

3

Canada

3

South-East Asia

3

Japan and Korea

3

Other regions/markets specifics (please specify)

3

Latin America

2

China

2
2

Central and North Asia
Africa

1

Pacific Region

1

All respondents to this question named central Europe (including western Europe, the United Kingdom and Ireland), followed by northern Europe. See the
accompanying graphic for the other geographic regions named.
Respondents also wrote these replies:
•

“We are present worldwide.”

•

“I am not very happy with the phrasing of the question. The distribution of
the products named under 2 differs entirely in the regions named under Q3!”

•

“Australia & New Zealand.”

Q4: How did this market develop and what are your
expectations?
To the first part of this question – “How did this market for you develop in
the past five years?” – the respondents wrote as follows:
•

“We saw an increase in interest and business in add-ons and upgrades to
differentiate in product offerings and increase market segments.”
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•

“Top-line growth with higher value products has to be complemented with
bottom-line cost savings. Our Virtual Printer Automation System allows
printers to remain competitive for many years to come.” (Print automation
equipment manufacturer)

•

“Downwards.” This respondent added: “This survey is oriented towards
auxiliary products. Don’t think the main press suppliers are a target for this
question.”

•

“Positive.”

•

“Steady markets, slight growth.”

•

“Constant.”

•

“General shrinking markets.”

•

“Tendency towards the customer as a general supplier for the final customer.”

Likewise, respondents replied to the second part of the question –
“What are your expectations for the coming three years?” – as follows:
•

“Continuous growth at approximately the same rate as presently to compensate declining newspaper circulation.”

•

“We expect the trend for automating the print process to continue worldwide.”

•

“Positive, more hardware and software retrofits.”

•

“We see a higher interest for higher-value printing.”

•

“Some areas still growing and others shrinking.”

•

“The trend will continue.”

•

“Constant with a slight downfall.”

•

“Declining.” This respondent added: “This survey is oriented towards auxiliary products. Don’t think the main press suppliers are a target for these
questions.”
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Q5: Are your systems retrofittable/upgradable?
6

Yes, retrofittable/upgradable
2

Comment, e.g. restrictions (please specify)

Six of the eight respondents described their systems as retrofittable.
Two of these gave individual answers that basically also include the retrofittable
option and possible addition of waterless printing.
One of the statement was:
•

“We are able to retrofit our systems onto existing presses.”

Q6: What is the typical investment cost range of the
user for your products? [in EUR/$ etc. or in relation to
other investments]
Six different replies were given to this question:
•

“The investment is depending on the project and can span from some thousand euros to six- or even seven-digit numbers.” (Press manufacturer)

•

“€50,000 – €200,000.“ (Retrofit supplier)

•

“100,000 euros per tower on average.” (Print automation equipment manufacturer)

•

“€200,000 – €250,000 per CTP line.” (Imager, processor and punch/bender)

•

“Cost range cannot be defined!” (Finishing equipment supplier)

•

“ROI < two years.” (Print automation equipment manufacturer)
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Q7: What are the typical benefits of the user of your
products?
Improved competitiveness

7

Additional orders from existing customers

7

Getting new customers

6

Improved quality of existing products

6

Developing new products

5

Entering a new market

5

Better utilisation of equipment

5
2

Other benefits (please specify)

All seven responses named improved competitiveness and additional orders
from existing customers.
In addition, these statements were received:
•

“Increased revenue on special products, inline finishing to reduce product
costs.”

•

“The benefits are better quality and consistency, with reduced costs and
waste.”

5.3 The survey of materials suppliers
The six participants in the survey are internationally-active manufacturers and
suppliers of materials for newspaper printers. The products concerned are:
•

Newsprint (four), and

•

Newsinks (two).

The companies could choose from a range of answers to each question, but also
had the possibility to write their own answers. We evaluated the corresponding
answers and summarised the most important findings as follows.
None of the surveyed materials suppliers agreed to have the name of their company or their own name published.
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Q1: Which of your materials enable newspaper
printers/publishers to produce higher-value products?
Improved newsprint

3

SC papers

3

Coated papers

3
2

Heatset inks
Special papers (e.g. tinted)

1

High pigmented inks

1

UV-curing inks

1

Metallic inks

1

Scented inks

1

Varnish

1

Three out of four producers of improved newsprint, SC papers and coated papers responded to the question.
Both ink manufacturers answered “heatset inks.”
The following possible answers were not selected by any of the respondents:
translucent paper, signal colour inks, special haptics (look and feel).

Q2: Please position your higher-value materials in
a quality range compared with other materials (e.g.
standard newsprint, improved newsprint, SC, coated
paper etc.)
Two ink and two paper manufacturers replied:
•

“Heatset, coating, high pigmented inks, metallic inks, UV.”

•

“High quality newspaper and offset inks.”

•

“As listed above as we supply paper.”

•

“ZD13 – SC – LWC.”

13 ZD = Zeitungsdruckpapier (newsprint)
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Q3: What kind of higher-value products can printers
produce with the help of your materials?)
Higher-value newspapers

6

Advertising inserts for newspapers

6

Weekend magazines as supplements

6

Magazines

6

Editorial newspaper supplements

5

Advertising flyers

5
4

Catalogues
3

Books (including manuals)

All six suppliers unanimously agreed on higher-value newspapers, weekend
magazines as newspaper supplements, advertising inserts for newspapers, and
magazines.
Thus higher-value newspapers and advertising inserts for newspapers are the
products named by all suppliers of both equipment and materials.
Compare this with the responses to question 2 in the survey of equipment suppliers: “What kind of higher-value products can printers produce with the help
of your systems?” (See page 27.)

Q4: Which regions are most open to your kind of
solutions?
Central Europe (incl. Western Europe, UK and Ireland)

4

Eastern Europe

3

Northern Europe

2

Southern Europe

2

Japan and Korea

2

Markets characterised by heatset/coldset combinations

2

USA

1

South Asia (India)

1

Other regions/markets specifics (please specify)

1

Four suppliers named central Europe (including western Europe, the United
Kingdom and Ireland) and three, eastern Europe. See the accompanying graphic
for the nominations of other geographic regions. No mention was made of several other regions and markets.
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One company added:
•

“Blanket-to-blanket configuration (tower) easier than blanket/metal (satellite).” (Author’s note: In other words, in regions where it is mainly 4-high
tower presses that are in operation, it is easier to serve the market for improved paper grades.)

Q5: How did this market develop and what are your
expectations?
Responses to the first part of the question – “How did this market for
you develop in the past five years?” – are as follows:
•

“Value of paper in direct marketing has been recognised.”

•

“Variable” (depending on the product concerned).”

•

“Slow growth from low level.”

•

“Very slow.”

•

“Slightly declining volume of consumptions.”

•

“Decline in consumption, dropping prices.”

Responses to the second half of the question – “What are your expectations for the coming three years?” – are as follows:
•

“Faster growth 5–10%.”

•

“Increase.”

•

“Paper will continue to have a role in direct marketing.”

•

“Slightly declining the volume of consumptions.”

•

“Further decline in consumption.”
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Q6: Which production conditions have to be observed
when using these kinds of materials?
Heatset dryer required

4

UV-curing system required

2

Varnishing system required

2

Additional printing unit required

1

Reduced web speed

1

Reduced page count

1

Finishing restrictions

1

Increased security regulations

1

Increased health regulations

1

Other conditions (please specify)

1

Eighty percent see a need for heatset dryers and 40% each for UV-curing and
varnishing systems.
Another reply is as follows:
•

“Blanket-to-blanket configuration (tower) easier than blanket/metal (satellite).”

Q7: What is the typical price range for the user of your
materials? (factor compared to standard materials)
Four participants provided specific information:
•

“2–3 times higher” (Ink manufacturer)

•

“$5.5/kg” (Ink manufacturer)

•

“1.2–1.5” (Paper manufacturer)

•

“1.2” (Paper manufacturer)
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6. Evaluation of results

T

en years ago the European newspaper printing industry had highly optimistic expectations of an anticipated massive upgrading of newspaper
presses to hybrid or semi-commercial production operations. The feel-

ing was that new newspapers would bask in the glamour of supercalandered or
coated papers, and newspaper printers would invest in heatset dryers in many
countries where there was previously little interest in such a development.
Newspaper presses would compete with heatset presses. Some in the industry
were experimenting with various UV systems.
Today, the former euphoria has given way to a more realistic view of the situation. Not every product that was launched proved successful. Market opportunities were not always assessed correctly.

Print products
Ten out of 15 survey participants from publishing houses and printing companies are focusing today on improving the quality of the newspaper product, and
nine cite development of the commercial printing business as the reason for
producing higher-value objects, thus confirming our assumption stated in the
introduction to this report.
When newspaper printers produce higher-value print objects in their own plant,
they naturally think first of products that are of most immediate relevance in a

Eight of the
20 different
ad variations
offered to its
customers by
the Canadian
newspaper The
Globe and Mail
(http://globelink.ca/ad-formats/).
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newspaper environment, such as magazines (80%), higher-value newspapers,
editorial and advertising supplements (73% and 60%), as well as weekend magazines as supplements to the newspaper (53%). That can be explained by both the
business environment and the technical equipment that is usually at hand.
Of course, from the technical point of view many higher-value products are
possible. That is why both materials and equipment suppliers name nearly all
offered product categories with a frequency ranging from 75% to 100%. It is
nevertheless interesting to note the agreement with publishers and printers that
higher-value newspapers take top position, whereas books and catalogues come
in much lower down. Although the technology permits a wide range of options,
it is the market conditions that decide the product portfolio.

Business segments
In the end, the surveyed publishers and printers are not primarily interested
in entering entirely new business segments, but rather in strengthening and
extending the existing market. Eighty-seven percent named improving existing
print products and 80% extending their product portfolio as goals. Accordingly, the market segments named most frequently as the most important by the
surveyed printers are related to newspaper printing; newspapers for external
customers (87%), high-quality newspapers (80%) and consumer magazines
(53%) were named most frequently.

Technology
The technical process in the newspaper printing plants was not upgraded primarily by add-on press aggregates. Instead, given top ranking by the surveyed
parties at 87% was improved newsprint, followed in second place by finishing
(73%) with its multiple functions: stitching, gluing, collating, inserting, trimming, etc.
The replies of the surveyed materials producers coincided with the preferences
of the newspaper printers: improved and higher-value paper grades and accompanying inks top the list. The equipment manufacturers put their emphasis on
special folding systems and print automation systems, followed by a series of
finishing options.
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The good news: Nearly all offered technical systems and add-on aggregates that
can be integrated into existing presses and finishing installations and therefore,
according to the surveyed manufacturers, can be retrofitted. The cost of retrofitting was named as between €50,000 and €250,000. However, those figures
should be regarded solely as rough guideline values. The surveyed materials producers make the use of certain paper grades dependent on specific production
conditions. Most frequently named (80%) was heatset drying, followed by UV
and varnishing systems (40% in each case). Paper grades for higher-value production are listed with a premium of 1.5 and corresponding inks with a factor of
up to 3 compared to the price for standard products.
The vast majority of the surveyed publishers and printers highlighted the fundamental importance of paper as the “fifth ink” for improving the quality of the
print product. But it is the use of coldset-compatible paper that takes first place.
Improved newsprint can be run without auxiliary equipment on newspaper
presses. In third place (33%) publishers and printers name SC and LWC papers
as well as the accompanying inks. And the existing “mailroom” – what is actually meant is the finishing centre – can be equipped with additional functions as
required in order to satisfy customer demands for higher-quality print products.
Not everything must be produced in-house, e.g. the magazine cover might be
printed by the sheet-fed offset process. But in-house finishing can complete the
final product.

Use
The aforementioned benefits of investing in materials and equipment for producing higher-value print objects are manifold and are evaluated largely identically by publishers and printers. Between 47% and 67% cite the acquisition of
new customers, entry into a new market, improvement of the quality of existing
products, improved competitiveness, winning additional orders from existing
customers, development of new products and better utilisation of existing capacities. Sixty-seven percent of the parties surveyed reported having increased
print revenues, and 40% speak of higher ad income for their own newspaper,
whereas 20% state that they were unable to raise the sales revenues from their
own newspaper.
All surveyed equipment manufacturers (100%) name the following benefits:
Better competitiveness and additional orders from existing customers. That was
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The RheinischBergische
Druckerei in
Düsseldorf
(Germany)
offers not only
higher-value
newspapers but
also magazines
and various
printed advertising matter
(rheinisch-bergische-druckerei.de).

followed closely (86%) by acquiring new customers and improving the quality of
existing products.
The answer of one representative of a publishing house emphasises the importance of high-value production for the advertising business: “This has helped to
secure advertisers who would not normally advertise in a newspaper.” Another
answer also appears to be of interest: “High-value newspaper production can
help increase the profit margin.” High-value products obviously have positive
effects for ad sales as well as the profit margin of print products. Thus it is not
just a matter of a quantifiable growth in business, but also qualitative success.

Recommendations
Two-thirds of the surveyed publishers and printers also recommend that their
colleagues in other companies invest in higher-value product development,
though 53% make this recommendation dependent on the regional market conditions. This is an especially interesting answer from one respondent: “Because
the print market is in large parts already today a highly competitive buyer’s
market, it is not in our interest for many colleagues to follow a similar path as
ourselves.” Consequently, for competitive reasons, no recommendation is given,
although the investment was obviously successful for the company concerned!
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This answer provides an indication of the growing competition among newspaper printers, which did not exist in the times when newspaper printers produced
almost exclusively for their own publishing houses. The fact that the majority
of survey participants wished to remain anonymous is a further indication of
intensified competition.
The survey results among publishers and printers show that a differentiation has
occurred in the market: The majority continues to put its faith in coldset production, albeit with the aid of improved materials and extensive use of finishing.
But a significant minority of 20% to 30% of the surveyed parties backs SC or
LWC papers, which can be run only with the use of corresponding inks and with
the aid of heatset dryers, UV systems or waterless printing systems with varnishing. This group also looks towards the production of catalogues and aims at
new business segments for printers, such as direct mail.
Those are the printers who feel the competition from the commercial heatset
market most intensively and are therefore reluctant to relate their experiences to
potential competitors.

Regions
Major regional differences can be identified. Both the materials suppliers and
the equipment manufacturers see central Europe (including western Europe,
the United Kingdom and Ireland) leading the field, followed by northern Europe
(equipment manufacturers) and eastern Europe (materials suppliers). Besides
that, of particular interest for the equipment manufacturers are the markets
characterised by hybrid printing (coldset/heatset, 75%) or tabloid production
(63%).

Market development
Asked for their assessment of the market development both to date and in the
future, the surveyed materials suppliers expressed cautious optimism. Individual assessments for the future predict growth in a range of 5 to 10 percent, with
minor contractions expected.
The equipment manufacturers expressed similar views. A growing interest
among publishers and printers is reported: “We saw an increase in interest
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The Swedish
printing company V-TAB has
its origins in
the newspaper
printing plant
of the Stampen publishing house in
Gothenburg.
Today, V-TAB
is the largest
printing group
in Northern
Europe with a
wide variety of
product offerings (v-tab.se/
en/).

and business in add-ons and upgrades to differentiate in product offerings and
increase market segments.” This statement is confirmed by other survey participants. There is a small number of statements reporting a downward development or shrinking market.
The expectations for the future expressed by the equipment manufacturers are
similarly ambivalent, though largely positive: “We see a higher interest for higher-value printing.”
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7. Individual interviews

I

n addition to the surveys, we conducted individual interviews with three respondents in which we asked them to give a detailed account of their views.
Our aim was to illuminate the business- and technology-related decisions of

individual companies in their particular competitive environments on the basis
of practical examples. Representatives of printers and publishers in Europe,
Australia and South Asia expressed their willingness to answer our questions.
We take this opportunity to thank them for their cooperation.

7.1

“One-third of our print volume is produced for
external customers.”
Interview with Michael Schäfer, Managing Director,
Druckerei Konstanz GmbH, Germany
Besides higher-value newspapers, advertising supplements
and flyers, you also produce magazines and catalogues.
Can you cite a couple of examples to describe the standard
of quality of magazines and catalogues concerned?
From my point of view, the borderline area between heatset/
sheet-fed offset on the one hand and standard coldset on the

Michael Schäfer
Managing Director
Druckerei Konstanz GmbH

other hand is of major interest for us. This usually involves
stitched and trimmed products on higher-value paper
grades, with and without covers. In the last years, especially
in the magazine segment, we have succeeded in gaining sev-

eral customers for whom the production costs in heatset or sheet-fed offset had
become too high. We were able to convince them that we can deliver near-commercial quality at attractive conditions on the Cortina14.
Since the beginning of 2017 we print a weekly product for which we went in the
exact opposite direction. The idea was to significantly increase the attractiveness
of what was formerly a standard coldset product by relaunching it with a purely
magazine character on higher-value paper. But the costs should remain man-

14 Cortina = a waterless KBA newspaper press
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ageable. Naturally, we were able to make optimal use of our strengths with the
Cortina.
For many customers it is also of interest that we can produce a cover in a variety of ways. We can produce it on a second type of paper in the same run on
the Cortina, or add it as a high-gloss variation produced at our own “werk zwei”
sheet-fed printing plant. That permits precise balancing between quality and
costs.
Your business concept is aimed at extending the product portfolio and
acquiring new customers. Which business segments have you managed to
enter and how did you succeed in doing so?
I already talked about the products, but we naturally also set a certain priority on using our geographical location to advantage. Our proximity to Switzerland gives us a geographical advantage as well as a great deal of experience with
cross-border trade, which we of course try to put to good use.
In a totally different direction, the online sales channel that we were able to
establish via a cooperative arrangement is in operation. Our own attempts to
create such a channel clearly failed, because we were simply too late and no longer had a chance to become relevant as an independent offering. But the cooperation works very well. Location plays a negligible role and the order structure is
a healthy mix. Many relatively small orders are coming in, in part from customers who do not consider newspaper printing to be an option. This development
is still at an early stage and accounts for just 3% to 4% of our external turnover.
But it is growing, and we are learning a lot in the process.
Besides improving the quality of the publishing house’s own newspaper
product you aim also to develop the commercial printing business. You mentioned direct mail in this connection. How far have you come in developing
the commercial business, and what is your objective?
To be honest, classic direct mail has played no part so far in our newspaper
printing. Naturally, we have a number of customer products that we individually
address and dispatch. But to date we have no product in which we individualise
or personalise contents. We have the technology in-house; our sister company
“werk zwei” has a digital printing division, and naturally hybrid products would
be possible. But so far we have had no project that called for it.
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As benefits of investing in higher-value products you mention improved
competitiveness and acquiring new customers with new products in new
markets. What marketing and sales approach did you take in order to
achieve those objectives? For many customers it is undoubtedly unusual to
contact a newspaper printer when looking for high-quality print products.
Acquiring new customers is possible only by means of a systematic cultivation of the market. That cannot be done as an afterthought; it needs an independent sales unit. Because marketing and sales are not in the classical DNA of a
newspaper printer, we went through a learning process that is not over yet. We
are constantly balancing the cost of sales and marketing against the tangible
results achieved. Quick results are, unfortunately, the exception. A systematic
approach and long-term market cultivation are the way to go. We cannot, nor
do we want to, reinvent the wheel or do everything on our own. That’s why we
put our faith in know-how transfer from our publishing divisions, e.g. through
the use of the CRM system. Cooperation with other operations, both inside and
outside of our publishing group, is becoming increasingly important. Thus we
cooperate intensively with colleagues in the areas of online sales and marketing.

A view of the
press hall of
Druckerei Konstanz showing
their waterless
press in operation
(Photo: Inka
Reiter).
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Your measures enabled you to increase not only the turnover of the printing operation, but also the advertising income for your own newspaper
– counter to the general trend of falling ad income. Could you give us some
examples of how you managed to do that? Did you succeed in increasing
advertising volume or improving profit margins, or both?
Of course we could not reverse the general trend of print advertising drifting
away from the classified ad markets and the daily newspaper by the use of a
Cortina. But we were able to provide the technical basis for new products with
which new advertising revenues can be generated in other segments. We see
both in our own publishing house and among our external customers a clear
trend towards additional products for defined target groups or about special-interest topics that are produced in a high-value, magazine-type look in order to
be attractive for readers and advertising customers. A clear precondition to be
able to offer these products is efficient technology.
In the medium term, how do you see the relationship between publishing house
and printing plant developing? Will the printing plant become independent in
order to generate its own profit margin by producing orders for external customers?
In our case, the printing plant has for decades had the legal status of an independent company, though with the publishing house as sole shareholder. Already today, one-third of our print volume is produced for external customers,
with an upward tendency. I am firmly convinced that we must further expand
our external business: on the one hand to sufficiently use the existing production
capacities, and on the other hand to cover a part of the fixed costs of our technical facilities in order to offer our publishing house attractive and market-compatible conditions despite decreasing volumes.
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7.2

“We no longer see ourselves as newspaper
printers.”
Interview with Jon Clarke, Manager Fairfax Media Print & Logistics,
Canberra, Australia
On their website Fairfax Print & Logistics offer a wide
variation of print products: Newspapers, brochures, magazines, catalogues, booklets, annual reports and business
stationery. How did you change to such an extended spectrum?
Fairfax Media’s growth was originally through acquisition.

Jon Clarke
Manager
Fairfax Media Print & Logistics

As newspaper titles/groups were purchased, so were print
sites. As the industry has contracted, so have the number
and size of the print sites required. If we had been stubborn
and refused to move outside the realm of newspapers, we

would not be in very good shape today.
Through the acquisition phase some of the regional print sites – Canberra, Harris Print in Tasmania and Beaudesert in Queensland – already had small commercial sheet-fed operations. Over time and through necessity, those sites have
been consolidated to the one site in Beaudesert. Having the in-house capability
to produce your own business stationery, annual reports, etc., and funnelling all
internal work through that one outlet has meant that business is very profitable
and is able to complete external work at competitive rates while being supported
by the business.
With the decline in circulation of newspapers, taking the hard decisions to close
our two biggest sites and relocate and retool some of our smaller regional sites
was the right decision for us. It was inconceivable to some in the industry that
we could close both Sydney and Melbourne and still produce the requirements
for that market. However, these tough decisions have held us in good stead.
Can you give some examples of new products that you developed to attract
new customers and to sell more products to existing customers?
The expansion of our gloss capability with the installation of our two UV
systems (Canberra and North Richmond) and the conversion of a double-width
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UV curing
systems are
installed in the
plants in Canberra and North
Richmond
(Photo: Jon
Clarke).

coldset tower to heatset at our Ballarat site have been instrumental in placing us
where we are today.
Not only has this allowed Fairfax mastheads to offer an enhanced product to
market. It has meant that we have been able to go to the external commercial
market with the offering of glossy products, printed and distributed close to the
end location, making us logistically competitive.
Do you produce all of the products yourselves, or do you cooperate with
other companies as well?
We are happy to say that we strive to produce all our products in-house.
However, we understand that in the modern world flexibility is the key. On some
of our products (periodicals, magazines) we sometimes get requests for add-ons
that we cannot produce in-house, such as special gloss/varnish covers in large
quantities.
We have preferred partners where we will outsource this work. Once it is produced, we would then endeavour to collate these items with the inside product
back in-house. One or two of our very high-end magazines are still produced
by our external partner, but on the whole our aim is to produce everything inhouse.
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What is the business concept of Fairfax Print & Logistics and how did it
develop from a pure newspaper printer to what it is today?
Necessity! As newspaper titles have declined in both circulation and paging
we have taken a pragmatic approach to the print requirements. We had large
metropolitan print sites in both Sydney and Melbourne, which were built for another time. They were inflexible and costly facilities to operate. They were each
running at about 30% utilisation.
By upgrading some of our smaller regional sites and moving some of the equipment from the larger sites, we were able to “spread the load” of producing the
metropolitan requirements to our smaller, more flexible regional print sites.
That utilised available press time and consolidated our logistic capabilities.
Our North Richmond plant took on the majority of the metropolitan work from
Sydney and is running at around 85% utilisation. Similarly, when moving the
work from our Melbourne metro plant to Ballarat we took the opportunity to
convert a double-width tower to heatset. So both sites had heatset capability.
This, coupled with our plant in Mandurah, Western Australia, which also has a
heatset press, and the installation of UV in Canberra has given us four strategically placed sites with gloss capability ready to accept all types of external work
that exist.
You installed a UV curing system on a newspaper press. What were the
technical and the business considerations for that decision?
Ultraviolet systems were installed in 2013 at both our Canberra and North
Richmond facilities. Prior to this installation we had been producing two weekly
magazines on a contract basis with an external heatset printer. The driver was
the ability to bring those products back in-house and expand our gloss capability within the group. Bringing both products back in-house put dollars to the
bottom line and the ROI was very attractive.
Whilst the monetary consideration was important, the capital expenditure was
less on a UV system than the cost to purchase and install a new heatset press.
With UV we were able to spread the load by installation at both sites. This,
combined with the double-width heatset tower at Ballarat and the heatset press
at Mandurah in the west, meant we were well placed to take advantage of recent
consolidations in the Australian heatset market.
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The technical consideration was, to be honest, unknown. Certainly no one else
in Australia was using UV except for a small regional print site in Victoria that
had a UV system mounted on a Goss Community Press.
With new technology you sit at the cutting edge. Sometimes this can bring some
pain, and there was some pain in the early days. Getting the right mix of consumables was the first problem solved. Seeking assistance from our suppliers
was difficult, because they lacked experience in this type of printing in a web
environment.
Eventually we achieved the right mix of consumables (ink, blankets and fount).
However, the one drawback with UV printing is the cost of ink. When compared
to heatset, ink is quite expensive. We would want to see a reduction in that price
before we looked at any further UV installations.
You increased the revenue of your printing company, but you could not (yet)
improve sales and ad revenue of your own newspaper. What do you think
publishers need to change to be successful in print nowadays?
That is an interesting question. I believe there has been a tendency by publishers to jump on the digital band-wagon and abandon print altogether.
Publishers will continue to evolve into other non-print streams, but need to find
the balance between newspapers in print and newspapers in digital form.
It’s not so much about being successful in print, but being a successful business
that uses print to its advantage.
Publishers need to leverage their print audience when providing a broader offering. That approach will enable publishers to entertain their audience on whichever platform they feel most comfortable.
As well as printing our newspapers, we can now enhance our products with
glossy magazines and other semi-commercial products, all produced in-house.
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You say: “If you don’t transform from traditional newspaper printing your
fate is inevitable.” What should be the future strategy for newspaper printers?
Newspapers are not dead. The advertising market is so segmented now.
Where advertising dollars were once spent on newspaper, TV and radio, the online market has taken a large part of that business, and in itself segmented those
dollars even further.
Fairfax has positioned itself to be a one-stop shop for our clients. A customer can
come to us to have a web site built, advertise on our array of online offerings,
partner with our events team. All of those business offerings can be enhanced
by leveraging our print audience.
We no longer see ourselves as “newspaper printers.” All of our regional print
sites have commercial bindery equipment, and with recent consolidations with
commercial heatset printers, Fairfax sites are well placed to get a small percentage of the catalogue market. That proposition is enhanced by our array of
sites where we can share the printing at numerous sites for express logistics
capability. It is the steps we have taken over the past three years that have got
us to where we are today. UV and heatset installations, together with upgraded
finishing at our regional sites, mean we are now semi-commercial printers.
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7.3

“Our strategy is innovation.”
Interview with Sanat Hazra, Technical Director, Bennett,
Coleman & Co (The Times of India Group), Mumbai, India
Times of India has been developing a campaign for innovations in print for the past couple of years and has implemented many new ideas. The “speaking newspaper” was
just one example. Can you give us some more examples of
product innovations?
You are right. The production department of Times of India

Sanat Hazra
Technical Director
Bennett, Coleman & Co

has tons of new innovations. Product innovations have
been our guiding force for the last seven years. Some of the
unique innovations were a speaking newspaper, a vibrating
newspaper, special coupons, a newspaper with embedded

seeds, and a mosquito-repellent newspaper. The speaking newspaper was the
first and foremost of all.
To get the paper to speak, an audio chip was manually stuck on to each newspaper copy. When readers opened the paper and light struck the chip, it started
speaking a pre-recorded message about VW cars. This innovation created a
sensation in the market and opened our minds for creating more innovations
and opportunities for the printed newspaper.
Next we produced a “vibrating newspaper.” Again, a light-sensitive chip was
manually stuck onto the newspaper. When the paper was opened, the light hit
the chip and the whole paper started vibrating. This was a very challenging
project for us, since this innovation was offered across India in our 13 production sites. Timely execution was a key to the success of this project. A story we
heard was that some readers started jumping up and down when they opened
the paper and it started vibrating.
Funny thing, when the chips were being stored in the mailroom, prior to insertion, they were exposed to light. When that happened, hundreds of thousands of
chips started vibrating and speaking. We had to take opaque plastic sheets and
cover the chips to shut them down!
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The next big innovation was in our tabloid paper, for a special coupon. Currently,
the usual coupons are provided with vertical perforation, which is pretty easy to
do. But, in addition to this vertical perforation, we produced a device for horizontal perforation. This device was developed for our high-speed press by our
own production engineering team. With this device, a perforated coupon on all
four sides was developed.
The next innovation was a newspaper issue with embedded seeds. This was
done in light of Environment Day. We folded the paper on the edge, inserted the
seeds, glued and then perforated along the folded strip. Readers could tear it off
along the perforation, plant the strip in the ground, and after a while plants will
start growing from these seeds. We ran this innovation a few times.
A paper with mosquito-repellent smell was next, introduced to reduce diseases
caused by mosquitos. The paper was sprayed with a special mosquito-repellent oil, which also smelled good. The smell drives the mosquito away. It was
done specifically during the monsoon season when mosquito activity increases,
spreading diseases.
Times of India has forever changed the product innovation landscape of Indian
newspapers.

A newspaper
issue with embedded seeds
(Photo: Manfred
Werfel).
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You have talked about some extraordinary innovations. What are you doing
on a day-to-day basis, and how many innovations have you implemented so
far?
We run a lot of extraordinary folds, horizontal folds, vertical folds, gate-folds
and many, many more. These folds are marketed by our advertising team and
accepted by many of the advertisers for their specific needs. Folds are all glued,
so nothing is falling off the paper when it is opened. They become part of the
paper and are very functional.
We have more than 100 innovations in our arsenal for strategic application.
There are 15 to 20 that advertisers usually select from. The very exclusive innovations that I talked about before are a unique selling proposition for us. They
create “wow” effects, and we run them only once or twice. Innovations such as
the front-page jacket and all the special folds are used very often.
Another innovation, called the “bookmark,” has been implemented many times.
It is the favourite of our advertisers. It has one of the pages of the newspaper
sticking out of the copy on the side. Those innovations are our workhorses,
which generate decent revenue for us.
The production departments of our newspapers are always labelled as “cost centres.” Our strategy became, “How can we, through innovation, make our department a revenue-generating centre?”
Innovation is a key factor for the business of Times of India. Why is that and
how did it develop?
In the Indian publishing industry, Times of India has always been at the forefront of all areas of innovation. The product innovation programme started in
our organisation about seven years back with relatively simple projects: adding
smell to the paper, butt in gutter, panorama, super-panorama, jackets, flaps, etc.
From there, we started thinking hard about what other innovations we could
offer for the printed newspaper and how to take advantage of the print medium.
If you ask me, innovation must be a company’s strategy. Times of India fiercely
promotes Power of Print. Even our stakeholders support innovation in print
very strongly. From time to time, stakeholders review all activities related to
innovation: new innovations, status of innovation activities, processes, etc. They
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also provide full support promoting these new innovations through various
publications. Our top management is also very actively involved in this process
and strongly encourages and promotes innovation within the organisation. They
encourage us to take risks, support us with resources and guide us with business
advice.
I think the most important and key ingredients for being successful and building an innovation culture are two things: one is trust and the other is respect.
You have to build a trust system within your business, within your team and
within the organisation, and respect each other. We encourage our staff to come
up with all kinds of ideas that could be beneficial to the growth of the organisation. Our motto is: “There is no stupid idea.” All ideas are welcome and respected. It is not that we only accept a “million-dollar” idea. We encourage a million
“one-dollar” ideas.
Your project follows a systematic approach and involves many different
departments and business units. Please illustrate how this system of innovations works inside the company.
For innovation culture to foster in an organisation, a fundamental difference
in structure, system, people and culture must be established. It is strategic. An
idea can relate to product innovation or business process innovation, or it can be
a system/process innovation. We even accept ideas regarding the staff canteen.
In this way, we continue to build a culture of innovation across all organisational
levels and keep the energy up.
New ideas come from idea boxes placed around the production plants, monthly
meetings, innovation meetings, interactions of cross-functional teams, and our
direct interaction with our advertising clients. All ideas received from our staff
are captured and recognised, and selected ideas are rewarded.
Then a brainstorming session is conducted on selected ideas: How would this innovation work? What is the value proposition? How long would it take to implement the idea? For example, just folding the paper from right to left and up and
down is one thing. But creating a value proposition for our advertisers is another
thing. We focus on offering a solution for the advertisers.
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I am sure you have seen the funnel concept where thousands of innovations
come in and only a few get out. In this funnel, we use four strategic filters:
1. What is the financial impact?
2. What are the implementation barriers?
3. What are possible risks to the business?
4. What is the long-term impact?
Those are the four filters that we funnel all innovations through, selecting the
most functional ones. At this stage, a go-to-market strategy is also developed.
The innovation
funnel – slide
provided by
Times of India.

Once we overcome the roadblocks, such as production issues, logistic challenges,
timing limitations and process and procurement constraints, we implement the
idea on a broader scale.
That is how the culture of innovation is embedded in our system and amongst
the cross-functional teams. In the technical and production department, there is
a team fully dedicated to innovation. We conduct innovation and brainstorming
meetings with team members from our 13 plants all over India. These meetings
are held a few times a year. We ask tough questions: What are our customers’
concerns? Why are some of the innovations more acceptable than others? What
is the status of our performance, plant by plant? What are the new ideas? Benchmarking with competitions? What are we learning from our competition and
from publications around the world? Production challenges? New investment?
And so on. There is a very strong MIS (management information system) main-
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tained within our system to measure and monitor our performance. Monthly
reports are generated and shared with top management.
We are continually looking into doing “more and better with less.” That is our
strategy – innovation.
Which kind of technical problems do you have to overcome?
In my mind, the biggest challenge of the innovation process is execution.
Without an effective execution, the whole innovation process becomes dormant
and eventually fizzles out. Organisations do not suffer from lack of ideas, they
suffer from executing ideas. Most organisations fail for this reason. They lack a
strategically innovative execution plan.
Breakthrough Ideas x Breakthrough Execution = Breakthrough Performance

All technical problems can be overcome with supporting resources. However,
the price of a new system or a machine becomes a formidable challenge and may
not be cost-effective. One has to have a strong engineering team to tackle this
issue. You need your own engineering to reduce the impact of cost barriers.
One technical problem/challenge I can share is when one of our advertisers was
launching a new product. They asked, “Can you put each paper into an envelope?
We would like to make a big difference.” Conceptually, they wanted to create an
“invitation” to launch their new product by enclosing each paper in an envelope.
We did not have that many people in the middle of the night to put all the papers
in envelopes. In Mumbai alone we distribute 800,000 copies. So it was impossible to handle this request.
However, this request stayed in our mind as a challenge. Later on, after more
than a year, we developed a practical solution: placing each paper in a conceptual “envelope” in a live production run. It is not a regular envelope, but we created
the look, feel and functionality of a conventional envelope.
These are some of the technical challenges we tackle. This is how we learn from
our advertisers and co-create new innovations.
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How does your sales department cooperate with the technical department?
How do you train your sales and marketing teams to sell the new products?
This is a two-way street. There is a very strong interaction between the production and advertising sales teams. We have a corporate structure and then
a local-to-local structure. Overall innovation activities and ideas are shared
and discussed at the corporate level. At the local level, all plant managers directly interact with their respective advertising sales team. There is a training
programme, innovation road shows, meetings and daily dialogues. Hardcopy
samples of all innovative ideas are periodically produced and shared with our
sales team. This is a continuous process as we come up with more and more
innovative products and ideas.
Do you invest in additional equipment or in improved materials, or do you
use existing equipment and processes in new ways to implement your innovative ideas?
Of course we invest in equipment, we invest in people, we invest in time, and
we invest in creating ideas and strategies. One has to go all-out. When we came
up with the idea of gluing, we looked into the gluing machine market and found
that a machine cost between 50,000 and 60,000 euros. This price point created
a financial barrier to implementing gluing at all plants, since we needed more
than 20 gluing system for all presses – in fact, we needed 26 of them! So we
engineered the gluing system and developed our own gluing machine at a much
lower cost.
This was the only way we were able to create a competitive advantage. Many
such systems were developed by our in-house engineering team. Somebody
else would not be able to do the same unless they had a very strong engineering
team. Once we constructed our gluing machine, we had a huge lead over our
competition in terms of both time and investment. The competition caught up,
but they had to buy their gluing machines from outside at a much higher cost.
What are the challenges for innovations in printed newspapers?
The challenges are all too common across industries. To forget the existing
business model is the most difficult challenge, currently, for any organisation. To
do this, one needs to ask four key questions for strategic innovation:
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1. What is the future of our industry? (After all, is not the future now?)
2. What would be our customers’ discontinuities in our industry?
3. Who are the customers of the future?
4. How can we make non-consumers (readers and advertisers) our consumers,
and what are their priorities?
For me, the newspaper is still a “weapon of mass communication.” I believe in
print, I support print and I will keep on strategically innovating print, considering the customer of the future. And, of course, with my fabulous team.
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CONPT-JAPAN
— contributing in Newspaper Industry
CONPT-JAPAN (Conference for Newspaper Production Technique-Japan) was
founded in May,1975 by the companies who were involved in providing the
equipment and services for the newspaper production. The number of members are
now 44 companies. A mission of CONPT is to provide the solutions and contribute in
the newspaper industry.
CONPT has been going through the various activities in such as sponsoring the
study group trip for overseas publishers & newspapers(CONPT-TOUR), supporting
Japan Newspaper Production Show(JANPS). The results of these activities have
proven to contribute the improvements of Japanese newspaper production
technique.

Welcome to JANPS 2018

TOKYO,JAPAN

Exhibit of the most updated technology in newspaper productions

（admission free）

Date:
Time :
Location :
Information :

November 28 (Wed.), 2018 to November 30 (Fri.), 2018
10:00-17:00
TOKYO BIG SIGHT East Exhibition Hall 6
http://www.janps.jp

If you are interested in JANPS 2018, please contact

Conference for Newspaper Production Technique-Japan
Nippon Press Center Bldg. 2-2-1
Uchisaiwai-cho Chiyoda-ku Tokyo Japan,100-0011
e-mail : office@conpt.jp website : http://www.conpt.jp/

